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CHRM-001 Test Quiz As buyers, we often worry about such a thing
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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company recently updated its website to increase sales. The
new website uses PHP forms for leads and provides a directory
with sales staff and their phone numbers. A systems
administrator is concerned about the new website and provides
the following log to support the concern:
Which of the following is the systems administrator MOST likely

to suggest to the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)
based on the above?
A. Implementing account lockouts
B. Increasing the minimum password length from eight to ten
characters
C. Discontinuing the use of privileged accounts
D. Changing the account standard naming convention
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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B. Azure Resource
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is the correct sequence of steps to enable data
collection for the Log Analytics Service?
A. Download the master installer &gt; Deploy a cloud agent on
target hosts &gt; Deploy a data collector on the target host
&gt; Deploy a gateway on a host in customer's data center
B. Download the master installer &gt; Deploy a cloud agent on
target hosts &gt; Deploy a gateway on a host in customer's data
center &gt; Deploy a data collector on the target host
C. Download the master installer &gt; Deploy a gateway on a
host in customer's data center &gt; Deploy a data collector on
the target host &gt; Deploy a cloud agent on target hosts
D. Download the master installer &gt; Deploy a data collector
on the target host &gt; Deploy a cloud agent on target hosts
&gt; Deploy a gateway on a host in customer's data center
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4

Which three Time Stamp formats can be used while importing
Account? (Choose three.)
A. yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' HH:mm:ss z
B. yyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mmZ
C. yyMMddHHmmssZ
D. EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z
E. yyyy.MMMMM.dd hh:mmZ
Answer: A,C,E
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